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In recent years with the development thoroughly of the economic 
globalization, the intensification of the mutual degree of dependence of 
international economy, get more and more concern and study about economic 
interdependence and problem of the economic policy coordination among the 
countries. I have analyzed the necessity and possibility of the international 
economic policy coordination, the obstacles of policy coordination theoretically 
mainly, and then have analyzed the importance to the international economic 
policy coordination of international institution, combining China analyzed policy 
coordination to our country enlightenment of macro economic policy actually 
finally. Structure of the article: 
The part of the foreword has introduced the selected title background and 
meaning of this thesis briefly. 
Chapter one is about the research document survey of the international 
economic policy coordination. I have done detailed analysis to the concept of the 
international economic policy coordination at first, and then carried on the 
survey to the development of the international economic policy coordination 
theory, and has commented to each theory. 
Chapter two is about the interdependence of the open economy and the 
international economic policy coordination. This chapter is mainly analyzing a 
necessity of the international economic policy coordination. There is effect of 
overflowing to cause the macro economic policy to lose independence in the 
economic policy between various countries. Various countries adopt it is 
economic policy of coordination that can produce some good result often, so it 
carries on demand of coordination to macro economic policy to produce. 
Chapter three is about Game Analysis of International Economic Policy 
Coordination. This chapter is mainly analyzing possibility of the international 
economic policy coordination. I use game theory analyze international economic 
policy coordinate, and the main conclusion is that non-coordination between 














Chapter four is about the obstacle of the international economic policy 
coordination. This chapter has analyzed the obstacle that the international 
economic policy meets while coordinating in reality mainly. It has probed into 
the uncertainty of the macro economy model, and opportunism behaviors in 
policy coordination and non- economic motive policy in policy maker while 
coordinating policy. 
Chapter five is about the international institution and international economic 
policy. This chapter mainly uses new institutional economics to analyze the 
effects of international institution on international economic policy coordination. 
Chapter six is about the enlightenment of our country of the international 
economic policy coordination. 
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第一章  国际经济政策协调研究综述 













                                     合作  
                                                协调 
 
冲突                        政策独立                     一体化 
图 1 各国政府之间的关系
                             






                                                        
①协调（coordination）与合作(cooperation)应该是两个不同的概念，笔者为了分析方便在本文中不做区
分，把两者当作相同的概念。 





































                                                        
① P.Mooslechner and M.Schuerz(1999),”International Macroeconomic Policy Coordination: Any Lessons 
for EMU? A Selective Survey of the Literature”,Empirica26:171-199。 





























































1.2.1 最优政策分析（Policy—Optimization Analysis） 
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